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Abstract
The paper develops a computational method implementing a standard Dynamic Panel Data
model with Generalized Method of Moment (GMM) estimators to deal with endogeneity issues, structural model uncertainty, and causal relationship in large and long panel databases.
The methodology takes the name of Two-step System Dynamic Panel Data, that combines a
first-step Bayesian procedure for selecting the only potential predictors in a static linear regression model with a frequentist second-step procedure for estimating the parameters of a
dynamic linear panel data model. An empirical example to the effects of obesity, socioeconomic variables, and individual-specific factors on labour market outcomes among Italian
regions is performed. Potential prevention policies and strategies to address key behavioural
and diseases risk factors affecting labour market outcomes and social environment are also
discussed.
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1 Introduction
Dynamic Panel Data (DPD) regressions are basically subject of estimation bias over time. Since
the lagged dependent variable Y t −p or the lagged explanatory variables X t −p could be endogenous, with t and p denoting generic time and lag periods, their presence may cause correlation
with the error term u t . In addition, when studying and investigating multicountry economic interactions and policy implications in a context of large dynamic panels, endogeneity issues – because of unobserved heterogeneity and/or omitted factors – and structural model uncertainty –
where one or more parameters are posited as the source of model misspecification problems –
can occur among study units (see, e.g., Pacifico (2019c,a) and Pacifico (2020a)). Thus, with dynamic and endogenous variables, the use of the Generalized Least Squares (GLS) or the Fixed
Effects (FE) estimators would lead to inconsistent estimates (see, e.g., Baltagi (1995)). Furthermore, when both N and T are large, Granger-causality relationship needs to be tested in panel
setups. The basic idea is that if past values of X are significant predictors of the current value of
Y even when past values of Y have been included in the model, then X exerts a causal influence
on (or Granger-causes) Y (see, e.g., Dumitrescu and Hurlin (2012), Harris and Tzavalis (1999), Im
et al. (2003), Levin et al. (2002), and Pesaran (2007)).
The ability of fixed-effects technique – and first differencing as well – to remove endogeneity issues has been largely proved in the context of a DPD model. Nevertheless, a serious difficulty occurs because the demeaning process which subtracts the individual’s mean value of the outcome
Y and each covariate X from the respective variable creates a correlation between predictor and
error, particularly in the small T and large N context, where T and N denote generic time periods
and individual units1 . The resulting correlation creates a bias in the estimated coefficients of the
lagged outcome which is not mitigated by increasing N . By including additional factors, it does
not remove the bias: indeed, if the predictors are correlated with the lagged outcome to some
degree, their coefficients may follow to be seriously biased. The same problem arises from the
(one-way) random effects model. The causal component enters every value of Y by assumption,
so that the lagged outcome cannot be independent of the composite error process2 .
The methodological contribution of this article faces up to these limits and overtakes them by
modeling and implementing a standard Dynamic Panel Data with GMM estimators to jointly deal
1 See, for instance, Nickell (1981).
2 The same problem occurs with the first difference transformation: indeed, even if it removes both constant inter-

cepts and individual effects, there is still correlation between the differenced outcome and the disturbance process,
which is now a first-order Moving Average (MA(1)) process.
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with endogeneity issues, functional forms of misspecification, and causal relationship in large
and long panel databases. The methodology consists of a two-step approach – labelled Two-Step
System Dynamic Panel Data (TSDPD) procedure – that combines a first-step Bayesian procedure
for selecting the only (potential) predictors in a static linear regression model with a frequentist
second-step procedure for estimating the parameters of a dynamic linear panel data model.
The first step builds on Pacifico (2020b), who develops a Robust Open Bayesian (ROB) procedure – entailing two stages – for implementing Bayesian Model Selection (BMS) and Bayesian
Model Averaging (BMA) in multiple linear regression models when accounting for dynamics of the
economy in either time-invariant moderate data or time-varying high dimensional multivariate
data. In this study, I apply the ROB procedure by performing the implicit fully enumerated Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCF ) integration3 on a set of cross-sectional data with time-invariant factors
in order to find a pool of predictors with highly strong explanatory powers on the outcomes. In this
way, I will be able to simultaneously move through the model and the parameter space and thus
obtain a reduced set containing best potential model solutions (or best combination of predictors) that mainly explain and thus fit the data. Then, a further shrinkage is conducted in order to
obtain a smallest final subset of t op best submodels containing the only si g ni f i cant solutions.
Finally, the submodel with higher Bayes Factor (BF) will be the final solution containing a subset of predictors having higher si g ni f i c ant overall F value and sufficiently st r ong adjusted-R 2
(R̄ 2 ) measure. Here, best and t op best stand for the model providing the most accurate predictive performance over all candidate models and submodels, respectively, si g ni f i cant stands for
models having statistically significant predictive capability, and st r ong refers to R̄ 2 value equal
to or bigger than 30%.
Given the final t op best sample, the second step entails the construction of a DPD model by
including all available lags of the outcomes and predictors as instruments to obtain consistent
and unbiased estimates. More precisely, I build on Arellano and Bond (1991), which popularize
the work of Holtz-Eakin et al. (1988) based on the notion that a simple instrumental variable approach – e.g., by adding one or more lagged dependent variables to allow for the modeling of a
partial adjustment mechanism4 – does not exploit all of the information available in the sample.
By doing so in a Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) context, one may construct more efficient estimates of the DPD model. A key aspect of the Arellano and Bond (1991)’s strategy is
the assumption that the necessary instruments are i nt er nal or based on lagged values of the in3 See, for instance, Pacifico (2020b).
4 See, for instance, Anderson and Hsiao (1981).
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strumented variables. The GMM estimators allow the inclusion of ext er nal instruments as well.
Thus, I follow the underlying logic, but with some novelty. More precisely, the ext er nal instruments are used to take into account all the available lags of the time-varying variables (either X t
or Y t ) and thus potential causal interactions. In this way, the model is able to deal with endogeneity issues because of omitted variables or unobserved heterogeneity. Moreover, a correlated
random effects approach is used in which the unobserved individual heterogeneities are treated
as random variables that are possibly correlated with some of the predictors within the system. In
this way, possible biases in the estimated coefficients of lagged outcomes will be avoided as well.
The methodology proposed in this paper cosists in four main contributions: (i ) use correlated
random effects approach to address and then avoid (potential) correlations between lagged outcomes; (i i ) avoid endogeneity issues when studying dynamic panel data; (i i i ) deal with variable
selection problems to select the best combination of predictors affecting the outcomes (such as
overfitting5 , model uncertainty6 , and choice and specification of prior distributions); and (i v)
use external instruments to identify and thus investigate (potential) causal links among covariates and variables of interest.
The application and empirical analysis aim focus on the relationship between high body weight
(obesity) and labour market outcomes across Italian regions, by including a set of potential predetermined variables7 (e.g., lagged values of the variables of interest), endogenous variables (e.g.,
socioeconomic factors varying over time and thus possibly correlated with contemporaneous
errors), and heterogeneous individual-specific factors possibly correlated with some variables
within the system. The time period spans the years between 2007 − 2017 in order to cover a sufficiently large sample to address possible causal relationships between obesity, wages, and labour
productivity. Furthermore, the empirical strategy is also able to investigate and thus design (potential) prevention policies and strategies to address key behavioural and diseases risk factors
affecting labour market outcomes and social environment.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses the econometric methodology describing in depth the two involved strategies. Section 3 presents a background literature and re5 Overfitting and thus overestimation of effect size arise when variable selection procedure involves making infer-

ence on more complex models since they will always provide a somewhat better fit to the data than simpler models,
where the ’complexity’ stands for the number of unknown parameters. See, for instance, Pacifico (2020b).
6 Overall, model uncertainty occurs when dealing with Bayesian inference and standard variable selection procedure. It arises when – given a set of all possible candidate covariates – a subset of potential covariates better explaining
and thus fitting the data is obtained by conditioning on a single model and, then, making inferences as if the selected
model has been the true model. See, for instance, Miller (1984), Breiman (1992, 1995), and Breiman and Spector (1992).
7 In econometrics, predetermined variables denote covariates uncorrelated with contemporaneous errors, but not
for their past and future values.
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lated works on the relationship between high body weight and labour market outcomes. Section
4 illustrates the empirical analysis across regions in Italy, with a particular emphasis on possible
causal links between obesity and adverse labour market outcomes for designing effective public
policy. Section 5 contains some concluding remarks.

2 The Econometric Methodology
2.1 Bayesian Framework - First Step
According to Pacifico (2020b), I briefly explain the ROB procedure applied to cross-sectional timeinvariant data potentially affecting labour market outcomes. The starting model to make a move
on inference is:

Yi =

m
X

θk X i k + ǫi

(1)

k=1

where Yi is a N · 1 vector denoting the variable of interest, with i = 1, 2, . . . , N , X i k = X i 1 ,
X i 2 , . . . , X i m is a [N · m] matrix including a few or large set of continuous and/or discrete covari′

ates, with k = 1, 2, . . . , m, θk = (θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θm ) is a k · 1 vector of unknown regression coefficients,
and ǫi ∼ N (0, σ2 ) is a N · 1 vector of disturbances, with σ to be an unknown positive scalar. Here,
for simplicity, I drop the constant term and assume that the error component is independent and
identically distributed (i .i .d .) and homoskedastic.
The main thrust of ROB procedure accounts for providing the t op best 8 model solution (or
combination of predictors) better explaining and thus fitting the data. It is very useful when studying the causal link between two or more events affected by additional factors to be involved in the
system. In this context, a standard variable selection approach would exclude all the covariates
not improving prediction and thus over-confident inferences and decisions about quantities of
interest. A practical Bayesian solution to these problems involves estimating 2m distinct regression models and averaging over them. This is known as BMA and is widely used in the literature
to account for model uncertainty (see, e.g., Madigan and Raftery (1994), Madigan et al. (1995),
Raftery et al. (1995, 1997)). Nevertheless, the lack of such approach is to use non-informative (or
diffuse) priors and ’common’ informative priors estimating the unkown regression coefficients θk
8 See, for instance, Pacifico (2020b).
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and variance σ2 . The use of Conjugate Informative Proper (CIP) priors9 in multiple model class
– implicit in ROB procedure – overtakes such a limit for three reasons: (i ) they change among
common parameters entailed in different model solutions; (i i ) the distribution of these common
parameters change in a corresponding fashion; and (i i i ) more weight according to model size is
assigned. Thus, each possible model solution will be considered likely to be exactly true, without
introducing penalty terms or restrictions on data-supported models when there is no relationship
between potential predictors. In this way, one will be sure to account for the only relevant factors
improving the relationship between obesity and labour market outcomes and thus discard redundant (or non-relevant) variables within the system.
The variable selection problem is addressed by using two auxiliary indicator variables as in Pacifico (2020b). The first corresponds to a vector χk , containing every possible 2m subset choices,
with χk = 0 if θk is small (absence of k-th covariate in the model) and χk = 1 if θk is sufficiently
large (presence of k-th covariate in the model). The second is a vector βk , corresponding to the
regression parameter θk when it is sufficiently large (presence of the predictor X k in the procedure); conversely, the predictor X k will be ruled out from the procedure.
Let F be the full model class set10 , the ROB procedure entails shrinking both the model space
and the parameter space by matching all potential candidate models in order to jointly deal with
overestimation of effect sizes (or individual contributions) and model uncertainty (implicit in the
procedure). The shrinking is conducted according to the probability of the candidate models to
perform the data, named Posterior Model Probability (PMP) as well. It can be defined as:

f (M k |Y ) = P

f (M k ) · f (Y |M k )
M k ∈M f (M k ) · f (Y |M k )

(2)

where M k denotes a countable collection of candidate models containing the vector of the unR
known parameters θ and f (Y |M k ) = f (Y |M k , θk ) · f (θk |M k )d θk is the marginal likelihood, with
f (θk |M k ) denoting the conditional prior distribution of θk . In our context, with both N and T
large, the calculation of the integral f (Y |M k ) in not immediate and thus a MC F integration11 is
involved in the procedure.
After integrating the shrinking, a pool of best submodels M k̃ is obtained containing X i k̃ covariates, with k̃ = 1, 2, . . . , m̃, and M k̃ ≪ M k and k̃ ≪ k by construction. The first step of TSDPD comes
9 See, for instance, Pacifico (2020b) for more details on the prior specification strategy.
10 It contains all the (potential) model solutions. See, for instance, Pacifico (2020b).
11 More precisely, observations from the joint posterior distribution f (M , θ |Y ) of (M , θ ) for estimating f (M |Y )
k k
k k
k

and f (θk |M k , Y ) are generated recursively. See, for instance, Pacifico (2020b).
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to a conclusion once a further shrinkage12 is conducted in order to obtain a smallest final subset
of t op best submodels (M ξ ) containing the only si g ni f i c ant solutions contained in the reduced
class set E , with M ξ ≪ M k̃ . The final regression model will have the form:

Yi =

̹
X

θξ X i ξ + η i

(3)

ξ=1

where X i ξ = X i 1 , X i 2 , . . . , X i ̹ is a subset of X i 1 , X i 2 , . . . , X i m̃ , with ξ = 1, 2, . . . , ̹ denoting a subparameter index sufficiently smaller than k̃ (ξ ≪ k̃) by construction, θξ denotes the unknown parameters belonging to M ξ , which contains the only si g ni f i c ant solutions, and η i is the i .i .d .
error term.
Finally, the exact and final solution will correspond to one of the submodels M ξ with higher log
natural Bayes Factor (lBF):

l B F ξ,k̃ = l og

n π(M |Yn = y n ) o
ξ

(4)

π(M k̃ |Yn = y n )

In this empirical analysis, the lBF will be interpreted through the scale of evidence according to
a generalised version of Kass and Raftery (1995), as in Pacifico (2020b):
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2.2 Dynamic Panel Data with GMM Estimators - Second Step
The baseline TSDPD model is:

′

Y i t = δi +

ρ
X

r =1

′

γr Wi t −r +

λ X
κ
X

l =0 ξ=1

′

θl ξ X i t −l ,ξ + u i t

(6)

where Yi t is a N T ·1 vector of outcomes, δi is a N ·1 heterogeneous intercept, Wi t −r is a N T ·1 vector of predetermined variables, X i t −l ,ξ is a N T · κ matrix containing continuous/discrete endoge12 It refers to the second stage concerning the ROB procedure. See, for instance, Pacifico (2020b).
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nous variables, with l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , λ, r = 1, 2, . . . , ρ denotes generic Auto-Regressive (AR) orders for
the predetermined variables, γr and θλ̃ξ are the autoregressive coefficients to be estimated for
each i and couple of (i , ξ), with λ̃ = 1, . . . , λ, and u i t ∼ i .i .d .N (0, σ2u ) is a N T · 1 vector of unpredictable shock (or idiosyncratic error term), with E (u i t ) = 0 and E (u i t · u j s ) = σ2u if i = j and t = s,
and E (u i t · u j s ) = 0 otherwise.
Here, some considerations are in order: (i ) the predetermined variables contain the lagged values of the outcomes Yi t and lags of heterogeneous individual-specific factors; (i i ) the δi ’s denote
cross-unit heterogeneity affecting the outcomes Yi t ; (i i i ) a correlated random effects approach
is adopted in which the δi ’s are treated as random variables and possibly correlated with some of
the covariates within the system; (i v) the roots of r (B ) = 0 and l˜(B ) = 0 lie outside the unit circle
so that the AR processes implicit in the model (6) are stationarities, with l˜ = 1, 2, . . . , λ̃ denoting
generic AR orders for the endogenous variables and B referring to the lag operator; and (v) the
instruments are fitted values from autoregressive parameters based on all available lags of timevarying variables and their causal interactions.
A common model building strategy is to select the exact differentiation order and thus plausible
values of AR lag orders on statistics calculated from the data to assess the stationarity of the processes implicit in (6) for each sample unit. In this study, I use the Schwarz Bayesian Information
Criterion (SBIC) – displayed in equation (7) – to select the optimal lag length in AR time-series and
the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test – displayed in equation (8) and stacked for i – to choose
the order of integration to ensure stationarity.

B IC (ṗ) = l og (σ̂2u ) +

(ṗ) · l og (T )
T

∆Y t = µ + ̺t + ϑY t −1 + ϕ1 ∆Y t −1 + . . . + ϕṗ−1 ∆Y t −ṗ+1 + εt

(7)

(8)

where σ̂2u denotes the Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) of σ2u , µ is a constant, ̺ is the coefficient on a time trend, and ṗ = (ρ, λ̃) denotes the lag orders of the AR processes in model (6).
Let the stationarity hold in the system, the time-series regressions are valid (or computational)
and GMM estimators are feasible. Here, the choice of lag periods is critical, because too few lags
provoke autocorrelated errors and thus spurious test statistics, while too many lags reduce the
power of the test. In this context, the choice of lag periods obeys the rule of Dumitrescu and
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Hurlin (2012), which says that the minimum time extent for ρ and λ̃ should be chosen according
to T > 5 + 2p (where T is the number of time periods and p is the number of general lags). Then,
since the computation of GMM estimators requires restrictions on the initial conditions process,
I assume that δi and u i ,t are independently distributed across i and have the familiar error components structure:

E (δi ) = 0, E (u i t ) = 0, E (u i t · δi ) = 0

f or

i = 1, . . . , N

and

t = 2, . . . T

(9)

and

E (u i t · u i s ) = 0

f or

i = 1, . . . , N

and

t ,s

(10)

In addition, I also assume the standard assumption concerning the initial conditions Yi ,t =1 (see,
e.g., Ahn and Schmidt (1995)):

E (Yi ,t =1 · u i t ) = 0

f or

i = 1, . . . , N

and

t = 2, . . . T

(11)

Conditions (9), (10), and (11) imply moment restrictions that are sufficient to address exact
identification in a context of random effects and estimate γr and θl˜ for T ≥ 3.
Accounting for time-varying and endogenous variables, I build on Dumitrescu and Hurlin (2012)
again to test for the existence of Granger causality in heterogeneous dynamic panels between
the system’s covariates and the outcomes, and vice versa. Under the null hypothesis, there is no
causal relationship for any of the units of the panel (Homogeneous Non Causality hypothesis),
whereas there is a causal relationship from X i t −l ,ξ to Yi ,t for a subgroup of units (Heterogeneous
Non Causality hypothesis) under the alternative. In a time-series context, the standard causality
tests consist in testing linear restrictions on the slope parameters in model (6). One must be very
careful to the issue of heterogeneity of the parameters since it directly affects the paradigm of the
representative agent and thus the conclusions with respect to causality relationships. It is well
known that the estimates of autoregressive parameters obtained under the wrong hypothesis are
biased (see e.g., Pesaran and Smith (1995)). Then, if one imposes the homogeneity of coefficients,
the causality test-statistics can lead to fallacious inference. Intuitively, the estimators obtained in
a homogeneous model will converge to a value close to the average of the true coefficients, and
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if this mean is itself close to zero, one risks to accept at wrong the hypothesis of no causality. In
this analysis, the optimal lag length to test Granger-causality has been set by using the Arellano’s
test13 .
Stacking for i , three main findings are in order. First, the GMM estimators (γ̂r and θ̂l k ) will be
consistent and unbiased accounting – by construction – for endogeneity issues, structural model
uncertainty, and (Granger-)causality in dynamic panels. Second, they will also be able to investigate – by assumption – the presence of relevant interconnections and interdependencies between
Y t and X t , and between X t and its lags14 . Third, all the variables within the system will be – by
construction – potentially si g ni f i cant with highly strong predictive accuracy.

3 The Empirical Application: Evidence across Italian Regions
3.1 Literature Review and Discussion with Related Works
Obesity is a complex condition that has serious health, social, and psychological dimensions, affecting all ages and socioeconomic groups. The negative impacts of obesity on health are well
known: obesity is a major contributor to the global burden of chronic disease and disability, including diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and cancer.
The impact of excess weight in the workplace has also been a domain of investigation, with a
lot of studies highlighting the increasing prevalence of obesity across industries and occupational
groups negatively affects employment and wages (see, e.g., Morris (2007), Tunceli et al. (2006),
Mosca (2013), Caliendo and Lee (2013), and Lundborg et al. (2010)). Although preliminary studies
suggest that obesity may differentially affect work productivity and costs, based on occupational
requirements, there is also substantial evidence that obese people, particularly women, are less
likely to be employed and, when employed, are likely to earn lower wages due to employer discimination (see, e.g., Averett and Korenman (1996), Harper (2000), Loh (1993), and Pagan and Davila
(1997)).
The literature on the possible links between obesity and adverse labour market outcomes has
been growing since the mid-1990s. The increased consumption of more energy-dense foods and
foods with high levels of sugar and saturated fats, combined with reduced physical activity, have
13 See, for instance, Arellano (2003).
14 Similar frameworks, with appropriate Bayesian empirical specifications, have been used to make inference and obtain posterior distributions among time-varying macroeconomic-financial variables in multicountry panel data (see,
e.g., Canova and Ciccarelli (2009), Canova et al. (2007), and Pacifico (2019b,c)).
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led to obesity rates that have risen significantly since 1980 in developed (USA, UK, Australia),
transition (Eastern Europe), and emerging (the Middle East, China) economies. From a policy
perspective, prevention and effective public policies need to be accounted for understanding
whether obesity is associated with adverse labour market outcomes and establishing the risk factors associated with these outcomes. From a modeling perspective, there is an active debate about
whether the relationship between labour market outcomes and obesity are or not due to causal
link. For example, people who are paid less might become obese in part because they cannot afford healthful food and must rely instead on low-cost, low-nutrition, calorie-dense foods (see, for
instance, Barnay (2015) and Gortmaker et al. (1993)). Some evidence shows that non-employment
and poor working conditions have detrimental effects on health and a lack of control over the
amount of time devoted to work (see, for instance, Datta and Nicolai (2008), Barnay (2015), and
Llena-Nozal (2009)), and effects of problem drinking on employment (see, for instance, Mullahy
and Sindelar (1993), Stuckler et al. (2009), and Marchand et al. (2011)).
The relationship between high body weight and labour market outcomes has been primarily
studied by using data from developed and high income countries, such as the US and West Europe (e.g., England, Denmark, and Finland). The main labour market outcomes studied were
wages/earnings, employment, and occupational selection (see, e.g., Chou et al. (2004), Lakdawalla
et al. (2005), Rashad et al. (2006), Burkhauser and Cawley (2008), Burkhauser et al. (2009), Komlos
and Brabec (2010), Flegal et al. (1998), and Flegal et al. (2010)). Earlier papers focused on the US
have used the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY) data, and found mixed results (see,
e.g., Register and Williams (1990), Loh (1993) and Pagan and Davila (1997)). Some shortcomings
of these studies are that they ignore the potential endogeneity of obesity – making causal inference impossible – account for small and unrepresentative samples, and estimate cross-sectional
data.
Later studies have tried to address endogeneity issues because of hidden15 or hard-to-measure
factors that might affect both obesity, defined as a Body Mass Index (BMI)16 , and labour market outcomes. For example, Cawley and Chad (2012) use an Instrumental Variable (IV) method
to estimate the impact of obesity on medical costs in order to deal with endogeneity problems
and thus reduce the empirical bias of estimates. The main thrust of the IV model has been to put
more emphasis on the causal effect of obesity on medical care costs in contrast to previous studies
15 Hidden factors are variables that are not directly observed but are rather deduced from other variables that are

observed and thus directly measured.
16 Body Mass Index is defined as weight in kilograms divided by height in meters squared.
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focusing on their correlation and thus overestimating the causal relationship. Nevertheless, the
only inclusion of i nt er nal instruments17 makes the analysis unable to investigate additional factors affecting the (causal) link between weight and labour market outcomes because of chronic
diseases. Another related important work has been developed by Baum and Ford (2004). They
use NLSY data to investigate the effects of obesity on wages by gender accounting for a (potential) set of individual characteristics. The results are consistent with the recent literature which
recognizes that an obesity wage penalty persists for both males and females, even if this penalty
seems to be larger for females. Essentially, in this context, individuals serve as their own control in fixed effects models. They use two different sets of individual background characteristics:
time-invariant individual-specific heterogeneity and time-varying family-specific heterogeneity.
However, if these unobservable factors vary over time and/or differ across units, individual fixedeffects models cannot account for them and thus the corresponding estimates will be biased as
well. In addition, possible correlations between the lags in the deterministic and causal components need to be accounted for.

3.2 Data Description and Preliminary Analysis
The data are collected referring to two databases: (i ) the Central Institute of Statistics (ISTAT)
and (i i ) the report on equitable and sustainable well-being (BES). The former is an Italian public research body dealing with general population censuses, services and industry, agriculture,
household sample surveys, and general economic surveys at national level. The BES is not just an
editorial product, but a line of research and thus a process that takes the multidimensionality of
well-being as a starting point and describes – in a comprehensive way – the quality of life in Italy.
Every project to measure equitable and sustainable well-being aims at evaluating the progress of
society from either an economic or a social and environmental point of view.
In this study, I account for all the 21 Italian regions and use a time-series spanning the period
2007 − 2017, accounting for a large pool of (potential) indicators such as gender, education level,
high body weight, wage, and other factors related to labour market dynamics and individual characteristics.
By running the first step of the TSDPD estimation (Section 2.1), the dataset collects 14 (poten17 They use the weight of a biological relative as instrument for the respondent’s weight. It has been used in previous
studies to assess the impact of weight on other outcomes such as wages (see, for instance, Cawley (2004) and Kline and
Tobias (2008)).
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tial) candidate predictors affecting wage effects which denotes the initial18 variable of interest
(Table 1). All data have been taken in percentage or logarithm with respect to their measurement
unit, and there are 214 = 16, 384 possible model solutions (M k ) in the system (1). In this context,
two further statistics are accounted for. The Posterior Inclusion Probabilities (PIPs), corresponding to the sum of the PMPs displayed in equation (2), for all M k models wherein a covariate X k
has been included with the auxiliary variable χ = 1, and the Conditional Posterior Sign (CPS) for
the sign certainty, taking values close to 1 or 0 if a covariate X k has a positive or negative effect on
wage, respectively.
Here, some considerations are in order: (i ) predictors (7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13) denote heterogeneous individual characteristics possibly affecting the covariates within the system; (i i ) predictors (2, 3, 4, 5, 11) denote the risk and socioeconomic factors; (i i i ) predictors (1, 6, 14) denote
other (potential) endogenous variables; (i v) the added value per employee19 is used to estimate
cross-unit wage effects among Italian regions; and (v) the predictor 2 stands for excess weight
(obesity) in terms of BMI measured as weight/height20 . All the variables within the system are
time-varying.
Without accounting for GMM estimates, preliminary findings are addressed. Some individual
characteristics and socioeconomic factors such as predictors (3, 4, 5, 12, 13) – oftentimes overlooked on the literature – show a very strong impact on the initial variable of interest (w ag e).
More precisely, family relationship and free time satisfaction tend to positively affect wages in
contrast with smoking21 and alcohol consumption, and sedentary rate. Experience (predictors
7 and 8) and employment insurance (predictors 6 and 10) tend to be positively associated with
wages in contrast with inactivity (predictor 9) and risk of poverty (predictor 11) rate. The impact
of excess weight (predictor 2) and weighted income (predictor 1) tend to have highly large wage
penalties22 and opportunities with a CPS close to 0 and 1, respectively. Finally, the gender indicator (predictor 14) need to be deepened showing an ambiguous sign certainty.
By looking into which covariates are included with higher frequency in the submodels solutions
(M k̃ ), the first shrinking is conducted. In this analysis, 11 best covariates are found, obtaining
210 = 1, 024 best model solutions (Table 2).
18 Other potential variables affecting labour market outcomes will be addressed later by conducting the Bayesian
framework in Section 2.1.
19 Source: ISTAT database.
20 Source: ISTAT database.
21 See, for instance, Levine et al. (1997).
22 See, for instance, Lundborg et al. (2010).
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Table 1: Dataset

Idx.

Predictor

Label

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
-

weighted income per capita
overweight (obesity)
consumption of tobacco
consumption of alcohol
sedentary rate
employment rate
high school diploma
graduates/other qualifications
neither studing nor working
fixed-term contract (= 5 years)
risk of poverty
family relationship satisfaction
free time satisfaction
indicator variable for gender
added value per employee

(i ncome)
(obe)
(smoke)
(al cohol )
(sed )
(empl oy)
(school )
(d eg r ee)
(nsw)
( f t er m)
(r op)
( f ami l y)
( f t i me)
(g end er )
(w ag e)

Unit
thousands e (log.)
std. rates per 100 people
std. rates per 100 people
std. rates per 100 people
std. rates per 100 people
% values
% values
% values
% values
% values
% values
% values
% values
[0, 1]
thousands e (log.)

PIP (%)

CPS

33.04
82.24
27.05
33.68
8.25
25.61
0.96
9.85
0.83
0.40
2.79
10.50
8.86
7.15
-

1.00
0.00
0.21
0.30
0.31
0.92
0.87
0.89
0.29
0.63
0.09
0.63
0.65
0.48
-

The Table is so split: the first column denotes the predictor number; the second and the third column
describe the predictors and the corresponding labels; the fourth column refers to the measurement unit;
and the last two columns displays the PIPs (in %) for each predictor and the CPS, respectively. The last
row refers to the initial variable of interest. The contraction st d . stands for ’standardized’. All data refer
to ISTAT and BES databases.
Table 2: B est Potential Combination of Predictors for Wages

Predictor

Idx.

PIP (%)

i ncome
obe
smoke
al cohol
sed
d eg r ee
r op
f ami l y
f t i me
g end er

1
2
3
4
5
8
11
12
13
14

14.16
46.84
13.03
25.56
0.11
22.26
0.24
23.12
1.24
7.52

CPS
1.00
0.00
0.40
0.37
0.57
1.00
0.48
0.78
0.82
0.54

The Table is so split: the first two columns refer to the predictors and the corresponding index number defined in Table 1, and the last two columns display the PIPs (in %) and
the CPS, respectively.
Entailing a further shrinking as involved in ROB procedure, the predictors (1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12, 13,
14) would look like the t op best combination of covariates (X ξ ) with higher PIPs23 . Here, three
main findings are addressed. First, the model uncertainty and overfitting implicit in the ROB
procedure are avoided: indeed, the sign certainty tends to be close to 0 – such as for predictor
23 More precisely, the t op best covariates are selected with a PIP ≥ 0.5% for a sufficient prediction accuracy in explaining the data. See, for instance, Pacifico (2020b).
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2 – and 1 – such as for predictors 1, 8, 12 and 13. Uncertain effects persist in predictors 3, 4,
and 14. Thus, they should be interpreted with caution. For example, accounting for alcohol and
smoking consumption, heavy smokers and drinkers – most likely – would be negatively associated
with wages. In the matter of gender indicator, males would likely be associated with lower wage
penalties. However, this predictor need to be assessed in depth in order to highlight different
dynamics between males and females.
Finally, according to the log Bayes Factor in equation (4), the final solution24 better performing
the data corresponds to the model consisting of predictors (1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12, 13, 14). More precisely,
the time-invariant version of the model (6) is:

w ag e i

= c + θ1 obe i 1 + θ2 i ncome i 2 + θ3 smoke i 3 + θ4 al cohol i 4 + θ5 d eg r ee i 5 +

+ θ6 f ami l y i 6 + θ7 f t i me i 7 + θ8 g end er i 8 + η̃ i

(12)

where c is an intercept, θξ denotes the unknown parameters belonging to M ξ , with ξ = 1, 2, . . . , 8,
and η̃ i is a N · 1 vector containing the i .i .d . disturbances, with ση̃i to be an unknown positive
scalar.
Before moving forward with the second step which involves the dynamic version of model (12),
endogeneity issues between wages and some covariates X k̃ dropped in the first shrinking (Table
2) need to be clarified. For example, labour participation rate (predictor 6) – with highly larger PIP
than the other discarded predictors – would be an interesting instrument to investigate how employment prospects affect causal link between labour market outcomes and obesity. According
to Pacifico (2020b), a Two-Stage Least Squares (TSLS) estimator is used to solve such endogeneity
problems when Z instruments occur, with Z denoting a [N · ṁ] matrix of instruments. In this context, the validity of instrument is addressed by constructing a Bayesian test of the identification
restrictions based on model averaged posterior predictive p-values.
The auxiliary regression of model (12) is:
24 More precisely, looking into which models included perform better the data, 22 t op best model solutions (M )
ξ
have been found. The higher lBF – associated with the final solution – equals 9.17.
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i ncome i

= c̃ + π1 empl oy i 1 + π2 obe i 2 + π3 smoke i 3 + π4 al cohol i 4 + π5 d eg r ee i 5 +

+ θ6 f ami l y i 6 + θ7 f t i me i 7 + θ8 g end er i 8 + νi

(13)

where c̃ is an intercept, π. denotes the unknown parameters of (13) and νi is the N ·1 vector of disturbances independent and identically distributed with respect to η̃ i , with σνi to be an unknown
positive scalar.
The Table 3 summarizes the results. Here, some considerations are addressed: (i ) only one variable (predictor 6) serves as instrument (Z1 ); (i i ) the negative impact of obesity (predictor 2) and
smoking and alcohol consumption (predictors 3 and 4) tends to increase when the instrument Z1
is accounted for; (i i i ) positive effects associated with family relationship (predictor 12) and free
time satisfaction (predictor 13) tend to be unvaried; (i v) levels of experience (predictor 8) tends
to show a higher positive explanatory power when the instrument Z1 occurs; and (v) there is a
difference between men’s and women’s earnings. These findings highlight that employment rate
(predictor 6) would work as potential instrument investigating and clarifying the causal link between obesity and labour market outcomes.
Finally, the posterior predictive p-values for both equations (12) and (13) are close to zero and
thus model assumptions are appropriately identified (Table 3). All of them will be discussed in
depth and jointly verified in the second step of the TSDPD estimate, which corresponds to the
main thrust of this study.
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Table 3: Causality - A First Investigation
Predictor

obe
income
smoke
alcohol
degree
family
ftime
gender
employ

Model (12)
(0.042)**
(0.054)*
(0.059)*
(0.026)**
(0.037)**
(0.047)**
(0.035)**
(0.026)**
-

Model (13)
(0.006)***
(0.008)***
(0.031)**
(0.007)***
(0.031)**
(0.041)**
(0.018)**
(0.002)***

2
R̄ M
12 = 65.43
̟ξ,M 12 = 0.00

2
R̄ M
13 = 63.36
̟ξ,M 13 = 0.00

Effect
(-)
(+)
(-)
(-)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)

The Table is so split: the first column refers to predictors; the
second and third column display the estimates in terms of pvalues with the corresponding significant codes; and the fourth
column displays the wage effects. The last two rows refer to R̄ 2
and posterior predictive p-values (̟) for both the models. The
significant codes are: *** significance at 1%, ** significance at
5%, and * significance at 10%.

3.3 Empirical Results and Prevention Policy-Relevant Strategies
Let on the t op best combination of predictors in model (12), the dynamic model (6) can be assessed. Before estimating it, one needs to choose the optimal lag of the time-series and ensure
their stationarity in order to be sure that their distribution neither follows any trend nor changes
over time. The latter is a key requirement for the validity of time-series regressions. The Augmented Dickey-Fuller method in (8) is used with the null hypothesis that all panels contain a unit
root, saying that the series are non-stationary. The alternative hypothesis of stationarity is accepted if the probability is less than the critical value 0.05.
If T is small (e.g., T < 10), it is a manageable number and thus restrictions on the number of
past lags used are not necessary. Conversely, if T is fairly large (e.g., T ≥ 10, just as in our case),
an unrestricted set of lags will introduce a huge number of instruments, with a possible loss of
efficiency. By using the lag limits options, one may specify – for example – that only lags [2−5] are
to be used in constructing the GMM instruments. Given such solution to the tradeoff between lag
length and sample length, the Holtz-Eakin et al. (1988)’s suggestion can be followed by including
all available lags of the untransformed variables as instruments. For endogenous variables, lags 2
and higher are available. For predetermined variables – that are not strictly exogenous – lag 1 is
also valid since its value is only correlated with errors dated t − 2 or earlier.
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By equations (7) and (8), I estimate 8 different AR processes to obtain potential instruments as
’GMM-style’. They are constructed by following the Arellano and Bond (1991)’s logic, making use
of multiple lags. In Table 4, I display the AR time-series, the ADF tests in terms of p-values, and
Ljung-Box test statistics of the series to jointly assess the robustness of the estimates and investigate linear dependencies among series. All the series are stationary and valid, showing highly
strong linear dependencies and no autocorrelation among residuals. Thus, unobserved heterogeneity and model misspecification problems matter. Here, the maximum differencing order to
test stationarity sets 1 for all the predictors within the system.
Table 4: AR Processes and Diagnostic Tests
Predictors
AR(p)
ADF
LGB s
LGB r

wage

obe

employ

smoke

alcohol

degree

family

ftime

(3)
0.01**
0.00***
0.73

(3)
0.01**
0.00***
0.90

(3)
0.02**
0.00***
0.99

(3)
0.02**
0.00***
0.86

(3)
0.03**
0.00***
0.92

(3)
0.01**
0.00***
0.55

(3)
0.02**
0.00***
0.85

(3)
0.01**
0.00***
0.90

The Table is so split: the first row refers to the t op best predictors and the lagged outcomes; the
second row accounts for AR(p) models, with p denoting the optimal lag; the third row stands for the
ADF tests in terms of p-values; and the last two rows stand for Ljung-Box test statistics of the series
(LGB s ) and residuals (LGB r ) in terms of p-values. The significant codes are: *** significance at 1%, **
significance at 5%, and * significance at 10%.
The TSDPD model in (6) can be written as:

′

Y i t = δi +

3
X

r =1

′

γr Wi t −r +

3 X
4
X

l˜=1 ξ=1

′

θl˜ξ X i t −l˜,ξ +

4
X

ξ=1

′

θξ X i t ,ξ + u i t

(14)

where δi is a N ·1 heterogeneous intercept observed in t , Wi t −r is a N T ·1 vector of predetermined
variables containing lagged labour market outcomes25 and lagged heterogeneous individual characteristics26 , with ρ = 3, X i t ,ξ and X i t −l˜,ξ are N T · ̹ matrices containing continous and discrete
endogenous variables27 in t and their corresponding lagged values in t − l˜, respectively, with ̹ = 4
and λ̃ = 3, and u i t i .i .d .N (0, σ2u ) is a N T · 1 vector of idiosyncratic error term.
According to Dumitrescu and Hurlin (2012) and the preliminary results obtained in Section 3.2,
in a context of time-series analysis, I investigate the existence of Granger causality in the heterogeneous (balanced) dynamic panel model between: (i ) the system’s time-varying explanatory
variables (W̃i1t −r , X i t −l ,ξ ) and wage (YiW
), with W̃ 1 denoting the lagged individual heterogeneity
t
25 They correspond to wage and predictor 6.
26 They correspond to predictors (8, 12, 13).
27 They correspond to predictors (2, 3, 4, 14).
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and the only lagged employment rate; (i i ) wage (YiW
) and the time-varying explanatory variables
t
(W̃i1t −r , X i t −l ,ξ ); (i i i ) employment rate (predictor 6) and the time-varying explanatory variables
(W̃i2t −r , X i t −l ,ξ ), with W̃ 2 denoting the lagged individual heterogeneity and the only lagged wage;
and (i v) the time-varying explanatory variables (W̃i2t −r , X i t −l ,ξ ) and employment rate (predictor
6). Table 5 displays the full results of Granger-causality. The optimal lag length to test Grangercausality has been chosen equal to 3, since it enables to eliminate serial correlation in residuals
u i t , and the subgroup to be tested corresponds to the model solutions in M ξ .
In summary, I find eleven main distinct Granger-causality relationships: (i ) a two-way causal
link between excess weight and work; (i i ) a two-way causal link between excess weight and wage;
(i i i ) a two-way causal link between work and wage; (i v) a two-way causal link between wage
and work; (v) a two-way causal link between smoke and workplace tasks; (vi ) a two-way causal
link between alcohol use and workplace tasks; (vi i ) a unique causal link between education and
work; (vi i i ) a unique causal link between education and wage; (i x) a unique causal link between
family relationship satisfaction and wage; (x) a unique causal link between free time satisfaction
and work; and (xi ) a two-way causal link between free time satisfaction and wage. The results
at points (i ), (i i ), and (i v) find confirmation with the existing literature (see, for instance, Morris
(2007), Tunceli et al. (2006), Lundborg et al. (2010), and Jusot et al. (2008)). Opposing findings hold
about causal linkages between smoking and wages (see, for instance, Levine et al. (1997)) and noncausal linkages between alcohol use and workplace tasks (see, for instance, Jarl and Gerdtham
(2012)). The results at points (vi i ) − (xi ), dealing with individual-specific heterogeneity, represent one of the main aims of this study. However, by having a look at statistical significance and
p-values, I are not able to focus on effect magnitude. Thus, the TSDPD estimation needs to be
accounted for. In this context, gender differences and similarities according to predictor 14 – one
of the t op best covariates found in Section 3.2 – are also investigated.
The TSDPD estimates confirm and deepen such findings (Table 6). I split them in two parts –
modeling and policy perspective – by running three different models: (i ) Model 1 accounting for
all sample units; (i i ) Model 2 accounting for male individuals; and (i i i ) Model 3 accounting for
female individuals.
From a modeling perspective, according to Model 1, negative (causal) impacts of excess weight
run in the workplace (lower probability to be employed) and wage effects (larger wage penalties).
The same occurs in the opposite direction: negative health impacts might hold due to excessive
amount of time devoted to work or unsatisfactory pay. Socioeconomic factors are negatively re19

Table 5: Granger-Causality

From T EV 1 to Y W

Obesity

Employ

Z-tilde’s Test Statistics

6.48 ∗ ∗∗

3.67 ∗ ∗
(0.04)

(0.58)

(0.38)

From Y W to T EV 1

Obesity

Employ

Smoke

Z-tilde’s Test Statistics

5.13 ∗ ∗

3.10 ∗ ∗
(0.02)

(0.41)

(0.32)

(0.21)

From T EV 2 to P 6

Obesity

Wage

Smoke

Z-tilde’s Test Statistics

4.14 ∗ ∗∗

2.75 ∗ ∗

From P 6 to T EV 2

Obesity

Z-tilde’s Test Statistics

3.97 ∗ ∗∗

(0.00)

(0.03)

(0.00)

(0.00)

Family

Ftime

0.32

2.57 ∗ ∗

Degree

Family

Ftime

0.77

1.99 ∗ ∗

2.88 ∗ ∗∗

Alcohol

Degree

Family

Ftime

2.26 ∗ ∗

3.58 ∗ ∗∗

1.77∗
(0.08)

(0.64)

(0.29)

Wage

Smoke

Alcohol

Degree

Family

Ftime

2.67 ∗ ∗

2.16 ∗ ∗

4.45 ∗ ∗∗

0.58

4.41 ∗ ∗∗

(0.03)

(0.03)

Smoke
0.55

0.82

(0.02)

(0.03)

Alcohol

Degree

0.87

2.71∗
(0.08)

(0.90)

Alcohol
0.82

(0.00)

(0.00)

0.80

(0.35)

(0.04)

(0.02)

(0.00)

0.93

(0.57)

0.72

(0.00)

The Table displays all the Z-tilde test statistics and p-values (in parenthesis) on the Granger-causality in
the dynamic panel model (14). Here, T EV 1 stands for time-varying explanatory variables (W̃i1t −r , X i t −l ,ξ )
including employment rate, T EV 2 stands for time-varying explanatory variables (W̃i2t −r , X i t −l ,ξ ) including
wage, Y W refers to wage, and P 6 refers to employment rate. The significant codes are: *** significance at
1%, ** significance at 5%, and * significance at 10%.
lated to wage effects and working conditions. More precisely, heavy smokers and drinkers tend
to show negative (causal) effects on employment (likely to be unemployed) and negative (noncausal) impacts on earnings (lower wages). Thus, the former would be associated with the risk
of recurrent sickness leave causing long-term absence from work, increasing welfare payments
for the treatment of these diseases, and increasing probability of early retirement from the labour
force/unemployment (causality between work and wage and vice versa). Contrary, wage effects
related to smoking and alcohol use would depend on other not-directly observed factors such
as ability, working hours, and employment status. Wage improvements strongly depend on family relationship satisfaction and even more on free time activities (two-way causal link); whereas,
positive (causal) impacts of good work performance would only depend on lifestyle. Earnings and
working conditions are highly and positively correlated between them and – at the same time –
affected from socioeconomic circumstances and individual-specific heterogeneity (e.g., tobacco
smoking, alcohol use, family relationship and free time satisfaction, and employment prospects).
Finally, positive (causal) impacts of education level run in both the workplace (better employment
prospects) and wage effects (high possible wage improvements).
Accounting for gender (Models 2 and 3), three main results are in oder. First, obesity wage and
employment penalties persist for males and even more for females, just as in the previous studies
(see, e.g., Cawley and Chad (2012), Baum and Ford (2004), and Flegal et al. (2010)). Second, so-
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cioeconomic factors negatively affect employment opportunities and wage effects for male and
slightly more for female individuals. Here, a significant difference is found for smoking and alcohol use, where negative impacts in working conditions and wage effects matter more for females.
Third, education level, employment opportunities and wage improvements seem to matter more
among male individuals.
In summary, according to the overall estimates in Table 6, all the variables (predetermined and
endogenous factors) and individual-specific heterogeneity are significant and the time-series results are robust and valid (no autocorrelation among residuals and highly strong linear dependencies). These findings highlight three main conclusions: (i ) the usefulness to address variable
selection problems by dealing with endogenity issues and structural model uncertainty; (i i ) the
performance of the TSDPD model in improving causal relationships between obesity and labour
market outcomes; and (i i i ) the importance to account for heterogeneous individual characteristics and socioeconomic factors when studying causal links in dynamic panel setups.
From a policy perspective, appropriate prevention and health care in support of chronic diseases might lead to consistent gains in economic production through healthier workplace and
more active workforce. In this context, prevention policy-relevant strategies designed to deal with
key behavioural risk factors such as obesity, smoking and alcohol consumption, and negative
socioeconomic factors would be able to increase employment opportunities and wage effects,
improve labour productivity, and reduce social disparities in health and – possibly – in gender.
Moreover, in contrast with the existing literature28 , this study highlights that adverse labour market outcomes and thus associated production losses depict high costs society in terms of additional cost components. The highest component is related to individuals with highly negative
socioeconomic factors and large risk of chronic diseases in terms of labour force. Most of fiscal
revenues addressed to public expenditures will be assigned to increase employment opportunities, improve working conditions, and employ welfare spending. It follows that employers will
support temporary replacement costs and recurring staff turnover by implying competitive losses
in the labour market. The same occurs with other socioeconomic factors such as smoking and
alcohol consumption, which are associated with adverse labour market outcomes by involving
additional costs for employers as well as workers.

28 Existing studies assume that production losses are associated with adverse labour market outcomes (employment
and wage penalties) and current labour costs reflect long-term absence from work (e.g., due to early exit from the
labour force, early retirement, and unemployment).
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Table 6: TSDPD Estimation - Labour Market Outcomes

Variables

Model 1 - Total

L j .wage

0.43 ∗ ∗∗

0.51 ∗ ∗∗

0.46 ∗ ∗∗

obesity

−0.22 ∗ ∗∗

−0.11 ∗ ∗∗

−0.28 ∗ ∗∗

(0.20)

(0.16)

(0.17)

employ

0.64 ∗ ∗∗

0.70 ∗ ∗∗

0.42 ∗ ∗∗

smoke

−0.44∗

−0.24∗

−0.51∗

(0.24)

(0.17)

(0.21)

alcohol

−0.47∗

−0.17∗

−0.20∗

(0.17)

(0.11)

(0.20)

degree

0.37 ∗ ∗∗

0.28 ∗ ∗∗

0.23 ∗ ∗∗

family

0.14 ∗ ∗

0.13 ∗ ∗

0.16 ∗ ∗

ftime

0.24 ∗ ∗∗

0.30 ∗ ∗∗

0.28 ∗ ∗∗

QS
QA
Q LB

0.00***
0.01**
0.00***

0.00***
0.01**
0.00***

0.00***
0.00***
0.00***

N

171

171

171

(0.07)

(0.18)

(0.15)

(0.13)

(0.15)

Model 2 - Male
Wage Effects
(0.07)

(0.15)

(0.14)

(0.12)

(0.13)

Model 3 - Female

(0.07)

(0.16)

(0.10)

(0.12)

(0.14)

Employment Rate
L j .employ

0.63 ∗ ∗∗

0.72 ∗ ∗∗

0.54 ∗ ∗∗

obesity

−0.10 ∗ ∗∗

−0.24 ∗ ∗∗

−0.31 ∗ ∗∗

(0.07)

(0.06)

(0.06)

wage

0.45 ∗ ∗∗

0.48 ∗ ∗∗

0.32 ∗ ∗∗

smoke

−0.28 ∗ ∗

−0.11∗

−0.22 ∗ ∗

(0.08)

(0.06)

(0.09)

alcohol

−0.22 ∗ ∗

−0.15 ∗ ∗

−0.18 ∗ ∗

(0.05)

(0.04)

(0.08)

degree

0.25 ∗ ∗∗

0.18 ∗ ∗∗

0.14 ∗ ∗∗

family

0.16 ∗ ∗

0.14 ∗ ∗∗

0.17 ∗ ∗∗

ftime

0.10∗

0.09 ∗ ∗∗

0.11 ∗ ∗

QS
QA
Q LB

0.00***
0.00***
0.00***

0.00***
0.00***
0.00***

0.00***
0.02**
0.00***

N

171

171

171

(0.06)

(0.02)

(0.04)

(0.04)

(0.05)

(0.06)

(0.02)

(0.05)

(0.04)

(0.05)

(0.07)

(0.03)

(0.03)

(0.06)

(0.05)

Here, the Standard Errors, in parenthesis, are adjusted for the heteroskedasticity and L j
stands for the lag operator, with j = 3. The instruments used to estimate the TSDPD in
equation (14) are: obesi t y t −1,t −2,t −3 , empl oy t −1,t −2,t −3 , w ag e t −1,t −2,t −3 , smoke t −1,t −2,t −3 ,
al cohol t −1,t −2,t −3 , d eg r ee t −1,t −2,t −3 , f ami l y t −1,t −2,t −3 , and f t i me t −1,t −2,t −3 . The Table also
displays the sample units (N ) and, in terms of p-values, the Sargan’s test for over-identification
(Q S ), the Arellano’s serial correlation test implicit in the GMM analysis (Q A ), and the Multivariate Ljung-Box Tests (Q LB ) for linear dependency among series over time. The significant codes
are: *** significance at 1%, ** significance at 5%, and * significance at 10%.
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4 Concluding Remarks
In this study, I develop a computational method to improve the existing literature when estimating the effects of obesity, socioeconomic variables, and individual-specific factors on labour market outcomes by dealing with endogeneity problems, causal relationship, and structural model
uncertainty. The methodology consists of an econometric model which takes the name of Twostep System Dynamic Panel Data. Firstly, a Bayesian inference is conducted to obtain a subset
containing the only (potential) predictors affecting the outcomes. Then, a dynamic longitudinal
study is addressed by including all available lags of the variables within the system as instruments
to obtain consistent and unbiased estimates.
The application and empirical analysis aim focus on the relationship between high body weight
(obesity) and labour market outcomes across Italian regions, by including a set of potential predetermined variables (e.g., lagged values of the variables of interest), endogenous variables (e.g.,
socieconomic and risk factors affecting labour productivity and social environment), and heterogeneous individual-specific factors possibly correlated with some variables within the system.
The data are collected referring to two databases: (i ) the Central Institute of Statistics and (i i ) the
report on equitable and sustainable well-being. The sample units correspond to all the 21 Italian
regions and the time period spans the years between 2007 − 2017 in order to cover a sufficiently
large sample to address possible causal relationships between obesity, wages, and labour productivity.
By running the first step implicit in the TSDPD model, I find that wage effects are highly affected
from a pool of socioeconomic and risk factors (e.g., excess weight, smoking consumption, and alcohol use), a pool of individual-specific heterogeneity (e.g., education level, family relationship,
and free time satisfaction), and two predetermined variables accounting for lagged wage effects
and lagged employment rate. The latter would be an interesting instrument to investigate how
employment prospects affect causal link between wages and obesity, and thus assessed in the TSDPD model as potential variable of interest.
From a modeling perspective, negative (causal) impacts of excess weight run in both the workplace and wage. The same occurs in the opposite direction: negative health impacts might hold
due to excessive amount of time devoted to work or unsatisfactory pay. Socioeconomic factors
are negatively related to wage effects and working conditions: highly large smoking and alcohol
consumption tend to show negative effects on working conditions and earnings. Both the socioe-
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conomic factors show a highly strong causal relationship with the only labour market productivity
and thus potentially affected from other not-directly observed factors in terms of wage penalties
(e.g., ability, working hours, and employment status). Wage improvements strongly depend on
family relationship satisfaction and even more on free time activities; whereas, positive impacts
of good work performance would only depend on lifestyle.
Similar results were found accounting for gender and can be summarised in three main findings. First, obesity wage and employment penalties persist for males and even more for females.
Second, socioeconomic factors negatively affect employment opportunities and wage effects for
male and slightly more for female individuals. Third, education level, employment opportunities
and wage improvements seem to matter more among male individuals.
From a policy perspective, appropriate prevention and health care in support of chronic diseases might lead to consistent gains in economic production through healthier workplace and
more active workforce. In a context of prevention policy-relevant strategies, the empirical analysis highlights that adverse labour market outcomes and thus associated production losses depict
high costs society in terms of additional cost components. The highest component is related to
individuals with highly negative socioeconomic factors and large risk of chronic diseases in terms
of labour force. Thus, most of fiscal revenues addressed to public expenditures will be assigned to
increase employment opportunities, improve working conditions, and employ welfare spending.
It follows that employers will support temporary replacement costs and recurring staff turnover
by implying competitive losses in the labour market. The same occurs with other socioeconomic
factors such as smoking and alcohol consumption, which are associated with adverse labour market outcomes by involving additional costs for employers as well as workers.
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A Summary Results
Table 7 summarises all the results highlighting sign, effect magnitude, and causality by focusing
on the only one-way causal link: from T EV 1 to Y W and from T EV 2 to P 6.
Table 7: Summary Results
Labour Market Outcomes

Risk
and
Socioeconomic
Factors

Heterogeneous
Individual
Characteristics

Predetermined
Variables

Employment

Wage

obesity

Causal Effect (-)
Strong Evidence

Causal Effect (-)
Strong Evidence

smoke

Causal Effect (-)
Strong Evidence

Non-Causal Effect (-)
Moderate Evidence

alcohol

Causal Effect (-)
Strong Evidence

Non-Causal Effect (-)
Moderate Evidence

degree

Causal Effect (+)
Strong Evidence

Causal Effect (+)
Strong Evidence

family

Non-Causal Effect (+)
Moderate Evidence

Non-Causal Effect (+)
Moderate Evidence

ftime

Non-Causal Effect (+)
Moderate Evidence

Causal Effect (+)
Strong Evidence

L.employ

–

Causal Effect (+)
Strong Evidence

L.wage

Causal Effect (+)
Strong Evidence

–

The Table summarises all the results found in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 by focusing on causal link, sign, and
effect magnitude between obesity and labour market outcomes, including socioeconomic factors and
individual-specific heterogeneity.
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